Blue Print Line

www.blueprintline.in

We are a reputed Manufacturer and Supplier of a wide assortment of Computer Stationary Printing, Sheet Fed Offset, etc. These machines are comprehensively acknowledged for their efficient functioning and high durability.
Established in the year 2004, at Faridabad, (Haryana, India), we, “Blue Print Line,” are engaged in manufacturing and supplying a wide range of high quality products such as Computer Stationery Machines, Printing Machines and Web Offset Printing Machine, etc. As a reputed company, we manufacture our products using high grade raw material as per the set industry norms. We use advanced technology and high-tech machinery to manufacture these products. Our team of expert examines the raw material thoroughly, before using it in the manufacturing process. Our offered range of products are widely demanded across various industries due to their dimensional accuracy, robust construction, perfect finish, high performance, longer service life and Reliability. These products are duly tested on set quality parameters to ensure their flawlessness. Further, these products can be customized as per the precise requirement of clients at competitive prices.

Our organization is backed with the state-of-the-art infrastructural facility for manufacturing our offered range of products. We have divided our infrastructural base in various sub-departments such as production, quality control, sales & marketing, etc., that are handled by our experienced professionals, who are carefully recruited keeping in mind their knowledge and skills in their respective domains. Also, our manufacturing unit is installed with modern machines, tools and equipment in order to increase the production rate. Furthermore, our production unit also helps us in meeting the bulk requirements of our valuable customers within the stipulated time frame. Moreover, we are backed by a skilled team of hard-working professionals, who always make their sincere effort towards the growth of the organization. Apart from this, they also work in close coordination with one another in order to provide the finest quality products to our esteemed clients.
PRINTING MACHINE

News Paper Printing Machine

Form Press Stationery Printing Machine

Multipart Collating Machine

Rotary Form Printing Press
WEB OFFSET MACHINE

To retain our goodwill in clients' consideration, we are manufacturing and supplying an excellent range of **Web Offset Machine**. These machines are suitable for printing color newspapers, magazines, books etc.

- Newspaper Printing Machine
- Book Printing Machine
- 3 Color Satellite Web Offset Printing Machinery with Stack
- Web Offset Printing Machine
COMPUTER STATIONERY MACHINES

Empowered with a team of passionate personnel, we are engaged in offering a broad collection of Computer Stationery Machines. Our offered machines are strongly built with quality raw material and the latest technology. We assure that the machines are outstanding on counts of reliability and quality.

Print Max Computer Stationery Machine

Slitter Rewinder Center Drive

Aluminum Foil Rewinding Machine

Rotary Offset Printing Press
NON WOVEN FABRIC PRINTING MACHINE

We are the leading manufacturer and supplier of highly efficient Collar Non Woven Fabric Printing Machine that includes Non Woven Bag Printing Machines, Non Woven Roll to Roll Printing Machine, Non Woven Fabric Bag Printing Machine and Non Woven Bag Printing Machine.

Non Woven Polypropylene Bag Printing Machine

Non Woven Roll to Roll Printing Machine

Non Woven Bag Printing Machine

Four Color Non Woven Fabric Printing Machine
Pioneer in the industry, we are engaged in offering an impeccable range of **Sheet Fed Offset Machine**. Only high quality raw material is used while manufacturing the offered range, for increased compliance with international standards of quality.
ROLL TO SHEET CUTTING MACHINE

Leveraging on our experience, we manufacture and supply a wide range of Cutting Machine. Offered machines find wide applications various industries for cutting corrugated sheets, corrugated boards.
WEB OFFSET PRINTING MACHINE

Leveraging on our vast industry experience, we are offering precisely-designed array of Web Offset Printing Machine. Our offered machines are manufactured by our experienced professionals, who use only premium quality raw material and cutting-edge technology in compliance with international quality standards.
TWO COLOR NON WOVEN PRINTING MACHINE

Banking on our vast experience in this domain, we are engaged in manufacturing and supplying quality assured Two Color Non Woven Printing Machine. Our offered machines are manufactured by our dexterous professionals using premium quality raw material obtained from the trustworthy vendors of the market.
SUPER FOLDER

We at Blue print line engaged in manufacturing of "Super folder".

This is used with Web offset printing machine for cutting and folding of printed paper.

Super Folder

BPL Speed Folder

Reel Stand

BPL Super Folder
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Single Color Non Woven Fabric Printing Machine
- Single Color Non Woven Fabric Printing Machine
- Non Woven Roll to Roll Printing Machine
- Non Woven Printing Machine
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Slitting Rewinding Machine
- Pack To Pack Printing Machine
- Computer Stationery Machine
- Duplex Slitter Rewinder Machine
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Folder Machine

Blueprint Sheetfed Offset Standard Model

Form Press

BPL Printing Machine
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CONTACT US

Blue Print Line
Contact Person: Mr. Mukesh Singh Raghav

Gali No. 1, Bhudatt Colony, Opp. Arjun Farm, Ballabgarh
Faridabad - 121004, Haryana, India
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